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Discover The Ready-to-Start Web Solution That Lets You Build Highly Professional WebSites, Explode

your Net Sales Rapidly & Save you a Fortune On Web Developer Fees! Dear Friend, These days, Its

simply chaos just trying to find the right and cost worthy web design solution that actually is easy to use,

effective and cheap. To start off, I want you to imagine a massive web solution that gives you the ability to

start a successful online web site by owning a collection of the best of the best and hot shot professional

and effective web templates that look and perform brilliantly and outstandingly each and every time!

Imagine all these highly professional web designed templates with popular colors, features and layouts

available to you in an instant. And, then imagine that all these incredible templates to be completely

researched and optimized for prospect popularity!! So not only are these web templates ready-to-use, but

their ALSO prospect magnets!... When I first came online, one of the most difficult things that I had to

overcome was designing a professional webpage. With little to invest and no experience at all, I faced the

same two options that most people face when creating a web site... Option 1 Hiring a professional web

site designer - Looking though the internet directory for a decent web designer wasnt a problem at all. In

fact, there were hundreds of designers striving to get their foot in and start working immediately! But there

was one problem...their prices were way too high! A great number quoted me prices over $1,000 for a

one page design. Ouch! I just didnt have the budget for that. Now even if I did, just the thought of pulling

out that much money on one web page design was too much to swallow...think of all of the other things I

could do with that money like advertising! Option 2 Do it yourself from scratch - Then there was another

option that I had - To design the entire site myself. I researched HTML code and found myself more

confused than I was before I began. If I tried to edit the page by changing just a little snip of code, it would

completely deform my entire page. It was so frustrating. Then even with those WYSIWYG (What You See

Is What You Get) editor software programs, it didnt do me much good. They were really good for editing

existing layouts, but not much help for creating them from scratch. At the moment, there isnt a third

option. But, your very lucky, there is another option...and its the best one by far! So what is the best

option? Well friend, your about to find out how you can...... Quickly & Easily Create Amazing Professional
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Web Sites With 55 Ready-To-Start Templates You Can Use Right Now... These 55 templates are ready

to use. All you need to do is insert your sales letter and introduction and contact details -- then, you are

ready to upload them to your web site host. No fuss, no worries. No large investment. No rocket science.

No wasted time or money. Just a set of professionally designed web templates that anyone can use. The

average person takes less than 10 minutes to copy and paste their sales letter into the template and

make the changes to the contact links. The Entire Package is 100 Easy To Use! The web templates are

dazzling! - arent they? Well hundreds of customers think so! Now what you should also know is that all

these web templates have been created for a user-friendly environment so that even the most youngest

beginner right through to senior internet users can open and start building their own web enterprise in

under 24 hours! And because these are very legendary web templates, they have been constructed and

laid out in the most professional manner (They took almost 6 months to build and make perfect!). Friend,

with absolutely any template you decide to start with, you could dress up the templates with striking

buttons, flashy images, logos and and other features you could think of! Or keep it simple. Its really all up

to you. Now dont just sit their and dream about having your piece of internet success, all these templates

are specially designed to make the editing process as easy as possible. All the hard works done for you!

And then you can do what you want with them! The templates are SO SIMPLE that all you have to do is

fill it in with your information and add pages! Yes you heard right, these web templates are complete and

ready-to-boom so you can rest assure that youve made the most intelligent and successful choice for

your business and yourself. Every Web Template is Completely Researched and Optimized! You may

know about the range of web templates that are available to you on the internet. Whether their for free,

cost you $5 or $100, their plain and simple web templates. Ok. So what am I saying here? Well this

particular web template package you are reading about consists of 55 Researched and Optimized web

templates that can potentially explode you success! By being optimized, these templates can boost your

success factor by over 800! This is the FIRST package on the internet to offer this remarkable feature!

You now might be wondering what I mean when about being Researched and Optimized. Well each web

template is literally modified in the following ways: (1) The color schemes and style selections have been

chosen to attract a greater majority of visitors. (2) The images and graphics on the templates are chosen

to appeal almost instantly to your visitors. (3) The layout is designed to be as user-friendly as possible in

order to keep your visitors smiling. (4) Every web template is based upon our simplicity to popularity



theory which means that the average visitor on the internet prefers a simplistic web site instead of a

confusing layout. And that what this web solution is about! So whats the end result from all this

researching and optimization? Simple. Your web template will receive a greater boost of popularity and

appeal from any of your visitors and if your selling products, youll also boost your sales incredibly! Look

At How Many Features You Get! With all the essential web success factors including extreme success

poured into the one package, the main features with this super fantastic web template package can be

described by these benefits I will now list for you. Just think of how powerful and just how FAST your

online success can grow if you had the following: You get 55 highly professional and dazzling HTML web

site templates which are completely customizable and easy-to-build. Every web template is compatible

with any web editor you can think of including Macromedia Dreamweaver and Microsoft FrontPage! By

obtaining these templates you may quickly develop and launch multiple web sites - whenever you want.

You save $1000s instantly on web design fees alone not to mention graphics and any logo creation. All

55 web designs are compatible with both IBM and Macintosh computers. The web designs are very small

in size and so are designed to load quickly and efficiently. You receive complete step-by-step instructions

for your web templates in order to kick start your web site as fast as you can say GO! You save a

truckload of time and effort by eliminating the need for any headaches and frustrations that normally

come with web site development. Once you receive the web template package you are completely

entitled to changing and editing the templates in any way you like. (Consider them your designs if you

want!). So, as you can see, the amount of benefits you receive from this remarkable web template offer is

like no other. Whats the point of paying $25 - $50 for a single web template that might not have been

what you expected or you had changed your mind on its design! Its a nightmare and a waste of your time

and your hard-earned money! Friend, if you could only realize just how powerful and effective this

package is, then I would have no trouble in stating that your success will grow VERY rapidly. The

Templates Work With Any Web Editor! With these web templates, all youd be doing is filling in the blank

spaces! How easy can you get! Its Childs Play! And their all built in easy-to-use HTML Format! Simply

once you have filled in the spaces and placed your desired images using your favorite web editor such as

Microsoft Frontpage or Macromedia Dreamweaver or over 120 other web editors, and all you have to do

is link up the new page(s) to an order form or shopping cart software, upload the saved pages to to your

selected web host server, and youre in business! Simply put, you can use the templates for anything you



please whether its building a powerful two-page mini-site selling a mind-blowing product or a full-fledged

content/portal web site, any of these templates can adapt to any sort of web site you have in mind. You

can use all of the pages, mix and match pages or just use one or maybe three - its totally up to you!

Remember - Your in Charge! Get Master Resell Rights Worth $1600 With Your Order!! Yes thats right!

And I believe that for this AMAZING feature, I suggest you sit very comfortably in a chair so that you wont

fall over from shock... Ok. When you purchase this incredible package, not only do you get the above

benefits and features, but I am giving away the full rights to own the entire 55 template designs and

layouts for you to use any way you like forever!! Thats resell rights for the entire web package that has

been valued at over $1600! Its a feature that has kept my customers and clients calling me CRAZY for

years! This is the FIRST EVER web template solution that gives away resell rights!! Ok fine you say, So

what can I do with these ownership and resell rights? Well by having complete ownership to the web

package you can immediately: 1. Resell, Resell, Resell your web templates in order to generate cash for

yourself! You can make over $700 a week easily! (I make twice that amount all from the same package!!)

Its a very lucrative market and all you need is the goods and your on your way...* 2. By using the graphics

on the templates you could begin to sell the graphics involved or even the layouts! 3. If your a web

developer or starting to become a web developer, you can use these web templates for your customers in

anyway you want! 4. You are allowed to do whatever you wish with the layout of the web templates from

changing absolutely anything you wish and promoting it in any way you like!
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